In this paper, we present an application of Genetic Programming (GP) to Vietnamese CPI inflation one-step prediction problem. This is a new approach in building a good forecasting model, and then applying inflation forecasts in Vietnam in current stage. The study introduces the within-sample and the out-of-samples one-step-ahead forecast errors which have positive correlation and approximate to a linear function with positive slope in prediction models by GP. We also build Vector Autoregression (VAR) model to forecast CPI in quaterly data and compare with the models created by GP. The experimental results show that the Genetic Programming can produce the prediction models having better accuracy than Vector Autoregression models. We have no relavant variables (m2, ex) of monthly data in the VAR model, so no prediction results exist to compare with models created by GP and we just forecast CPI basing on models of GP with previous data of CPI.
Introduction
Inflation has great importance to saving decisions, investment, interest rate, production and consumption. Decisions basing on impractical inflation predictions result in uneffective resource allocation and weaker macroeconomic activities. Meanwhile, better predictions see better forecast solutions given by economic agents and improve the entire economic performance.
Different models depending on the theory of different price fixation are often used for describing inflation evolutions. These models emphasize the role of different variables in inflation. The different econometric models have different modeling specification, and information quality. Despite of huge explained variables in models basing on theory to improve the level of conformity, they uncertainly ameliorate the ability of prediction models.
One can see many different models in different countries, particularly: the model of Phillips curve with added expecting elements, traditionally monetary model, price equations basing on monetary demand viewpoint.
Apart from theoretic inflation ones above, it can be seen the variable time series models which are used for inflation data in the past so as to forecast further inflation and give no more explaination to analyze. Recently, the multivariate time series model and its variations have appeared in nonlinear time string, especially in the smooth transition regression. Nevertheless, with the content of the paper, we just present models relevant to this study without deeply analyzing their theoretic base.
Methodology
We center on considering the VAR model and applications of Genetic Programming to forecast the inflation index CPI. Initially, estimate and accreditation to be good models, and then predictions will be seen based on variables taken from models.
Vector Autoregression Model
The vector autoregression (VAR) model is one of the most successful, flexible, and easy way to use models for the analysis of multivariate time series [1] .
Before 1980s, equation models were simultaneously used for analyzing and forecasting macro-economic variables as well as the study of the economic cycle. At that time, econometric were dedicated to issue of the format of the model-relating to properties of endogenous variables in the model.
The formatting in simultaneous equation models is primarily through assumptions of the interactions between variables. The assumption is usually based on eco-nomic theory or visual knowledge of model, determining the presence or absence of the variables in each equation.
Sim [2] has changed the concerns of contemporary economist community. He said that most of the economic variables, especially macroeconomic variables are endogenous. On the other hands, they are interactive. Therefore, he proposed a multivariable model with endogenous variables having the same role. Nowadays, the VAR model has become a powerful tool and was used extensively (especially in macro-economic problems), predictions (particularly the medium-term and long-term ones), and the analysis of shock transmission mechanism (considering the impact of a shock on a dependent variable on other dependent variables in the system).
When presenting the VAR model, one can introduce it structurally and then contractionally. Nonetheless, for the prediction, we can use the information from the resulting estimates of the shortened model, so it is better to solely present the contracted model serving to experimental analysis without the detail structure model to avoid unnecessary complexities.
A basic VAR contraction forms:
is a M-dimension exogenous variable observed, t concludes the observed deterministic variables such as the constant, linear trend, the fake crop as well as the other user-defined white noise, is the process of K-dimensional 0 matrix, and plus determines socks expectation covariance.
matrixes are the appropriate number of dimensions on themselves.
Although our purpose just forecasts, we also mentioned somewhat another important application of VAR model-the analysis of the shock transmission mechanism, reaction function and variance disintergration. However, calculating the reaction functions and variance disintergrations need parametric estimates in structural VAR models, we have unnecessary deeply interest in these problems but only conduct experimental analysis.
However, as mentioned in the introduction, another application of the VAR model is the analysis of shock transmission mechanism being done by reaction function and variance disintergration. We should not delve into analyzing the structural VAR model although calculating the reaction functions and variance disintergrations need parametric estimates in the model.
We use the VAR model for Vietnam's inflation forecasts because of its effective predictions, so general building and estimating VAR models will be introduced. Sample is the first concern before estimating the model. A large sample gives us vacant orders to estimate, and better estimate accuracy. However, with time series, the large sample (overlong string) raises issues about the stability of estimate coefficients in the model. Even in the countries with political and economic stability, policy changes in internal economy, and external action vary the relation of economic variables. Hence, monthly data is the best choice because of its sufficient free orders and stablility in the system. Usually, no monthly data exist to a macro variable, and then industrial production values used.
The parameters in VAR model are estimated following steps:
1) Testing the stationary of data series. If the data series non-stationary, we will check integrated community relations. If the relation occurs, VECM switched.
2) Lag Length Selection: The lag length for the VAR(p) model maybe determined using model selection criteria. The general approach is to fit VAR(p) models with orders
and choose the value of p which minimizes some model selection criteria. The three most common information criteria are the Akaike information criterion (AIC), Hannan-Quinn criterion (HQC), Schwarz information criterion (SIC), etc.
Latency optimizations are chosen by minimizing the following standard information: 
Genetic Programming
 Swapping their positions. The crossover operator is shown in Figure 1 . Mutation: Mutation is the process of variation of a chromosome set created. The process includes the following steps:
Genetic Programming (GP) is an automatic learning method thought from biological evolution with the target of establishing a computer program to meet the learners' expectation, so the GP is one of machine learning techniques using evolutionary algorithms to optimize computer programs following the compatibility of a program to calculate. The GP had tested since the 1980s, but until 1992, with the born of the book "Genetic Programming: On the Programming of Computers by Means of Natural Selection" by John Koza [3] , it was visibly shaped. However, in the 1990s, the GP just solved simple problems. Today, together with the development of the hardware as well as the theory in the first half of 2000, the GP has grown rapidly.
 Choosing a node on the parent.  Canceling the seedling on the node chosen.  Birthing accidentally a new seedling on above position.
Primary Handling Steps for the GP
Existing five significant steps for primary handling the GP that a programmer need to establish: 1) Setting leaf nodes (such as independent variables, nonparametric functions, aleatory constants) for each branch of the evolution programming. Chromosome: Chromosome (a term borrowed from biological concepts), as in biology, determine the good level of an individual. The GP evolves a computer program representing under tree-like structure. The tree is easily evaluated by a recursive procedure. Each node on the tree is a calculating function, and each leaf stands for a class math, using for simple evolutionary and estimable mathematical expressions. As usual, the PG is an expression of the tree-like procedure.
2) Collecting evolutional functions for each branch of evolution programming.
3) Pointing out a good fitness (measuring the compatibility of each individual in a population).
4) Determing parently the parameters controlling operation (individual volume, chromosome amount, variation probability ···).
5) Defining the criterion for finishing or the method for determining the result of the running process. Operators in the GP: Crossover and Mutation are two main operators used in the GP. These are also two terms borrowed biology, and two main factors affecting to evolution process.
The diagram above (Figure 2) shows that if a GP is considered a "black box" with the input hold the primary handling steps, after going through the GP, the result received is a computer program (function to forecast). Crossover: Shows the process of chromosome ex- 
Steps for Running the GP
A typical GP starts running with an accidental program made up by possible elements. Then, the sequential GP changes the population through many generations by using the operator in the GP. The selection process equates to count each individual property. An individual chosen to join in gene problems or canceled depends on its property (the way to value property given in the 3 rd preparing step). The loop transformation of populations is the main content and is repeated many times in a program of GP. The sequence with the changeable population is the main sequential content in the GP.
Steps for running the GP is shown in Figure 3 and includes the following steps:
1) Initializing incidentally a population (zero generation) with individuals created by functions, and leaf nodes.
2) Repeating (generations) follow postauxiliary until the condition satisfied.
3) Operating individuals to determine their property. 4) Choosing 1 or 2 individuals from the population with probability depending on their property to participate in the Gene problems in step 3). 5) Creating new individuals to the population by applying the post gene problems with specified probability.
6) Reproducing, and copying the selection into new populations. 7) Crossover: creating subindividual by combining sequentially portions of them. 8) Mutation: creating subindividual by replacing a new portion of the individual into its old one. 9) Structural changes: Being done by changing the structure of the individual selected. After satisfying the condition of last criterion the operation of the best individual means that the result of running process is exposed, and we receive the solution for problems basing on an effective operation of the individual.
Application of Genetic Programming (GP) to
Prediction Problem This section presents the method of applying GP for prediction/forecasting problems. The detail description can be found in a number of previous publication [4] [5] [6] . The task of time series prediction is to estimate the value of the series in the future based on its values in the past. There are two models of time series prediction: one-step prediction and multi-step prediction. In one-step prediction, the task is to express the value of   y t n as a function of previous values of the time series,  
and other attributes. That is to find the function F so at: th
; ; 1 , ,
are the values of the time series in the past and 1 x t x t p    1 are the values of x attributes in the past and
are the values of k x attributes in the past. This equation is based on an assumption that the value of the time series y depends on its previous values and also the values of some other attributes in the past. Fore xample, for CPI inflation prediction, the value of CPI in the future may depend on its previous values and thevalues of some other factors like total domestic product (GDP), monetary supply (M2), and soon. The purpose of multi-step prediction is to obtain predictions of several steps ahead into the future,    
starting from the information at current time slice  . In this paper, we only focus on one-step prediction/forecasting.
Empirical Results

Description of Data
The data used in the model was provided by the General Statistics Office (GSO). We took information from two following data set to forecast.
Quarterly data: Over the period of 
Copyright © 2012 SciRes. OJS The model met the demand of stability, autocorrelation, changeable error variance tests. In fact,  Modeling stability checking.
After estimating the VAR model, we need to test its stability. The test determines whether roots of characteristic polynomial belong to unit circle or not. All roots in Table 2 are less than 1 in module. Therefore, the VAR is acceptable thanks to stable equation. Choosing the order depends on inflation changes without effects on exchange rate. Analyzing performance is as in Figure 4 .
The first two figures see inflation changes struggled by the shock itself, which is descending and being vanished for a 5 quarter. Monetary supply and exchange rate shock influences seems to impact insensibly on Vietnam's inflation.
Prediction Results 1) Inflation predictions for 2011
For inflation predictions in 2011, we use the models (1)-(3) to estimate and data by 2010 to apply the model and make forecasting procedures for 2011. Acquired results are given in the following Table 5 . VAR satisfies the stability condition. The Table 2 sees the increase of inflation gcpi, exchange rate and monetary demand, but it is hard to compare with real inflation to value its property. In doing so, we do a counter-process of considering the inflation increase in comparison with real inflation. The result given in Table 6 .
See the table above, it's obvious that square roots of average square prediction errors is 1.38. The grestest quarterly variance is 3%, pointing out that the acquired model is quite effective.
2) Inflation predictions for 2012 For inflation predictions in 2012, we use the model (1)-(3) to estimate and data by 2011 to apply the model and make forecasting procedures for 2012. Acquired results are given in Table 7 .
Applications of the GP for Inflation Predictions
GP Parameters Settings
To tackle a problem with GP, several factors need to be clarified beforehand. These factors often depend on the problem and the experience of the system user (practitioner). The first and important factor is the fitness function. Traditionally, for symbolic regression problems, the fitness function is the sum of the absolute (or some times the square) error. Formally, the (minimising) fitness function of an individual is defined as: To assess the consistency of a model created by the GP, we put additional quantities:
is real value of CPI in the test data sample ( for monthly data i is real value of CPI from 2011M1 to 2012M2, for quaterly data
is real value of CPI from 2011Q1 to 2011Q4), and i is the predicted value of i . Some evolutionary parameters are presented in Table 8 . where
Applying Quarterly Data for Forecasting
On the basis of selected variables from the VAR model, 
cpi t is the prediction of . Acquired results of predictions for 2011 using model (a) are given in the following Table 9 .
It can be seen that square roots of average square prediction errors is 0.45%, and 0.9% means the grestest quarterly variance. The predictions for 2012 and 2013 are given in Table 10 .
Prediction model (b)
The formula (7) below employing data by 2011 shows go   Acquired results of predictions for 2011 using model (b) are given in the following Table 11 .
od performance:
   
Evidently, square roots of average square prediction errors is 0.55%, and 1.1% means the grestest quarterly variance.
The predictions for 2012 and 2013 using model (b) are given in Table 12 .
Prediction model (c)
The sequence of model (6) is as ineffective as that of model (5) . The result is not introduced here. 
The predictions for 2012 and 2013 using this for ar on Monthly Data future based ˆ1 cpi t cpi t    mula e given in Table 13 .
Forecasts Basing
Here, we have predicted CPI values in the on its previous ones. Data from January 1995 to December 
In Table 14 , we see that the greatest monthly error is 1.83%. Square roots of average square prediction erro are 0.00696 which is much less than predictions of V 
The correlation coefficient between test fitness and fitness is 0.485. Therefore, it can be valued tha prediction models are consistent because of regressive re 
The data for regressive models (9) and (10) from Table A in Appendix A. The correlati between test fitness and fitness is 0.751, therefore, from re e VAR model for inflation prediction has succeeded in selecting fitting models in line with currently e take predictions for 2011 from the are getting on coefficient gressive result (10), with positive lope and positive correlation between test fitness and fitness, it can be seen that monthly prediction models of GP are consistent. Additionally, monthly models witness a bigger correlation between test fitness and fitness against quarterly ones. This confirms how important the application of monetary policies with a consistent attitude for improving the credibility of policies is. Consistence when applying monetary policies is also one way to impact on inflation expectation we desire.
Conclusions
Errors of prediction results from models created by the GP are much less than those of the VAR model. One benefit from using the GP to raise the prediction model is that we don't need to specify the model (the GP scovered the model), and propose hypothesizes for variables in the model. GP can provide some analytical formulas for prediction of the model so the GP is called "white box", unlike the neural network model called "black box", which shows us the predicted value, without giving analytical expressions. Analytical expressions also help us to detect relationships between variables in forecasting models and assess interactions between them. GP can also help us to detect relationships between economic variables that economic theory can not detect or exceed human judgments. So the greatest advantage of GP comes from the ability to address problems for which there are no human experts. Although human expertise should be used when it is available, it often proves less than adequacy for automating problem-solving routines. Nonetheless, the GP can't indicate the accuracy of prediction values and their distribution. Moreover, prediction functions for the GP are often complicated, and difficult to explain. That's all about disadvantages of the GP. These show that the CPI in the future just depends on its values currently and previously but other variables. Obviously, Vietnam's inflation rate mainly bases on its citizens' expectation, particularly in the late of December 2011, salary increases for evil servants released by government and applied from 1 st May 2012 has followed price augment from January 2012 without basing on other elements. 
